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Description of Undergraduate Software 
 

Team 3: Team ACL will be designing, developing, and testing an ACL risk 
calculator for calculating the risk that someone will injure their anterior cruciate ligament 
(ACL) based on actions they are taking in everyday life. Currently, the scientist, Erich 
Petushek, is using an app that was made in a previous year of CS4760. Petushek 
talked about what made the former app have poor useability, and of the other features 
he hopes to have in the more modern version. This new app will include a form that 
contains questions based on an individual’s actions they take during the day, or during 
their workout. Once the individual has answered all of the questions, the form will 
perform a risk assessment of the individual based on the answers to those questions. 
The risk assessment will tie into an existing system called Qualtrics so that Petushek 
can continue to use the system he’s already used to.  
 
 

UI Domain 
This  app is both a website and is optimized for use on a mobile device. The 

survey should be able to be opened and filled out with ease from any generic device 
that a user has access to. The application allows users to submit survey data about 
what sport they play, current workouts, and other risk factor questions that lead to a risk 
assessment of their ACL. The assessment is done by a summation algorithm that takes 
each question and the users response to it and applies weights to the questions. These 
weighted responses are then summed together to produce the final value. We hope to 
show the user how their risk is calculated on a per question basis so that they can take 
action accordingly to lower their risk. This form is also a way for scientists to gather and 
analyze information based on the athletes that fill it out. 

 
 

Heuristic Usability Principles 
This evaluation used following heuristic usability principles, which are based on 

the work from Jackob Nielsen 
(https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/) 
 
Visibility of System Status 

The system should always keep users informed about what is going on through 
appropriate feedback. This includes (but is not limited to), errors when a user misses a 
question, or hasn’t appropriately chosen an option for a dropdown.  

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/
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Match Between System and Real World 
We want to keep the UI familiar to things we use everyday. The system should 

use relaxed formal language to allow the phrases and concepts to be understood by 
any user that may approach the application. We want to make sure everything is natural 
and in a logical order. 
 
User Control and Freedom 

With the quantity of users we hope to help, they are bound to make a mistake. 
We want to make sure that when the user makes a mistake that we allow them to easily 
fix it. This might include a review page for the survey before finally submitting for risk 
analysis, and allowing them to change their answer during the main form/application 
without any hassle.  
 
Consistency and Standards 

The application should maintain clear and consistent fonts and styles across the 
board. So no matter what page you’re on, it minimizes the chances of the user getting 
confused with unknown buttons and actions. 
 
Error Prevention 

The system should be designed to prevent mistakes from happening, instead of 
handling the errors when they happen. To do this, we must check user input for errors 
before trying to run it through the risk assessment calculation.  
 
Recognition Rather than Recall 

The system should minimize the impact on the user when it comes to making 
choices. They shouldn’t need to memorize how to get to a specific location in the 
application, it should just be easy to navigate to it. Instructions for the use of the 
application should be either available, or so easy that it doesn’t need instructions. 
  
Flexibility and Efficiency of Use 

We want to make it easy for users to fill out their forms efficiently. If our form 
includes a lot of tedious clicking, we can try to minimize it by including buttons that 
select the same button for the next few questions. Since all of the questions are on the 
same page, it would be easy for the user to change their answer and more effectively fill 
out the risk assessment form.  
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Aesthetic and Minimalist Design 
To reduce confusion, we want to make our application have a clean interface that 

delivers the form to the user, and allows the user to see their risk without unneeded 
frills. This ties in with “Recognition Rather than Recall”, as we want to make the UI clean 
enough that it doesn’t take a lot of brainpower to use. 
 
Help Users Recognize, Diagnose, and Recover from Errors 

Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), we want 
them to understand what went wrong, and what they can do to successfully fix the error. 
 
Help and Documentation 

It’s better if the system can be used without documentation, but it may be 
necessary to provide help and documentation. All steps should be concrete and laid out 
so they are easy to follow.  
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Usability Problems Generated from Heuristic Evaluation 
 
Feedback Issues 

Feedback isn’t instant during the completion of the survey. Since the algorithm 
requires all of the questions to be answered, we cannot show the user a live feed of 
what their risk is while filling out the form. This violates the principle of visibility of 
system status. 
 
Back Button 

Since the form is all on one page, we cannot use the back button for anything 
useful. If the user were to select the back button while filling out the form, it would delete 
their information, requiring the user to re-input the information up to where they left off. 
This violates both the principles of user control and freedom and error prevention.  
 
Professional Wording 

If the user isn’t well versed in the language that comes along with traumatic knee 
injuries then some of the questions might be confusing to what the average Joe might 
understand. This violates the principle of help and documents.  
 
Misunderstanding ACL injuries / Questions 

If the users don’t understand the wording of some of the questions, it may cause 
them to give incorrect information. The incorrect information submitted to the system will 
cause a different risk assessment to come out, whether that’s higher or lower than what 
it should be. Since the system is tied directly into Qualtrics, the scientist will also receive 
incorrect information to do his research on. This violates the principle of Match between 
system and real world.  
 
Malicious Surveys 

Since the application doesn’t stop a user from submitting multiple forms back to 
back, this could be taken as a way to maliciously attack the data by submitting false or 
meaningless data. If done at a high rate, this could bring down the service to everyone 
interested in using the risk assessment. This violates the principle of Error Prevention.  
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No way back to the Homepage 
There is no button or navigation to help users back to the main page after they 

have completed their survey. Users can just print their risk assessment for their records 
or back out after seeing what their risk was. They also have no way to tell that the 
record was received by Qualtrics. This violates the principle of flexibility and efficiency of 
use.  
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Critical usability Concerns 
Scenario Short Story 

Mark Hamil, 55, is a basketball coach at the local university. He wants to make 
sure that his training and drills for the team isn’t putting any of the members in 
unneeded danger. As he begins to fill out the form, he wants to see how each question 
affects the risk of the risk assessment, however that isn’t part of the functionality. Now 
he has to input all of the players information individually. Mark has been a coach for a 
while, but he doesn't know a lot about ACL injuries, and some of the questions he 
doesn’t understand to their entirety. After he submits each survey, he has to navigate 
back to the main page so that he can enter a new form, but there isn’t just a button to 
submit another form that would lead him there. 
 

Here we see our coach Mark have trouble using the application because it 
doesn’t have some of the features that he might be used to in other applications, which 
leads him to either input incorrect information or do unneeded work navigating the 
website. This is a fictional, but plausible scenario that a user may run into during their 
use of our application.  


